From: Sybil Walker [mailto:ladygolden1956@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 4:57 PM
To: Solorio, Eric@Energy; Energy - Public Adviser's Office
Subject: Public Comment Sybil Walker Quail Brush

My comments in regards to the Quail Brush Project are attached.
To: The California Energy Commission  
RE: Quail Brush Project-OPPOSE

My husband and I are caretakers for our two adult disabled children, we purchased a home in 2004 in good faith we could pass this home on to our disabled children, sadly, the banking industry and our elected representatives are corrupt and incompetent leaving our family financially devastated. They have failed and betrayed their constituents beyond description, the bankers and politicians need to be jailed like they did in Iceland. Now the very same New York bankers that have inflicted their unmitigated greed upon our family, return again to our family and community uninvited and behind the backs of the residents with the help of local politicians and planners to aggressively commit another crime against the people. They attempt to smuggle in a gas power plant in a location that no reasonable person can justify its placement. I have watched our quiet little community experience significant negative impacts already, simply from the threat of the proposal! Residents in the area, our family included have spent hundreds of dollars and hundreds of hours of our precious family time notifying the community and sifting through the sophisticated slick public relations campaign to find the facts, it is an outrage the community must take up the responsibility of public notification! It is a travesty there is not a community public health risk assessment by independent unbiased health professionals. It is a crime that the loss in property values is not considered in the State’s analysis of siting power plants. It is a blatant display of greed that stakeholders would consider dirty fossil fuel gas technology when countries like Germany with much less sunshine have had the foresight to move forward with sane decentralized energy production. It a gross example of incompetence that Community Choice Aggregation as an alternative is off the table in the CEC analysis. I am outraged that as a taxpayer we all have to pay for this review when zoning and CPUC have not made final determinations on the issue. It would be a criminal offense in other circumstances when the Applicant is making employees of the CEC staff by proxy. The CEC proceedings are exposed for what they are when an incompetent environmental firm like Tetratech paid by Goldman Sachs is not held in check by independent third party evaluations in this process. I am outraged that the New York bankers have visited their greed and corruption upon our family once again, and this time with the complicity of our elected representatives and trusted public servants, they have stolen the future from our two disabled children we have worked our lives to provide for. We are just one family experiencing the significant negative impacts from the proposal, imagine how it is with the chronically ill seniors nearby that will have to breathe Wall St. purchased pollution and be unable to move. I am in shock there are people that would come forward publicly to support this tragedy, how can anyone support the unmitigated loss in property values, the bankrupt State selling pollution and mitigation credits directly to Goldman Sachs for cash, the significant loss in the quality of the recreational experience in the park, the lack of political will to move forward with sane decentralized CCA energy production, the health risk to chronically ill seniors and school children nearby, the potential for a catastrophe with a gas power plant located in a Severe Fire Hazard City Overlay Zone! It is a crime, a travesty of justice and an outrage that the significant negative impacts of
unmitigated greed be allowed to get this far.

Sybil Walker,
in care of David and Emily
Santee, CA 92071